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A MESSAGE FROM
SENATOR WALTER F. GEORGE

July 13, 1949.

I wish to acknowledge with gratitude the action of the Law Faculty and of the student Board of Editors in dedicating to me the first issue of the MERCER LAW REVIEW.

The establishment of a legal periodical should prove highly beneficial to the Law School. A legal journal will serve as a valuable aid in developing in students skills in research and writing important to success in the practice of law and further will afford students an opportunity during their school careers to make permanent and worthwhile contributions to legal literature. Members of the Bench and Bar in increasing numbers recognize the value of law school publications and resort to them for assistance in solving legal problems.

You have my very best wishes for success in your undertaking.

Sincerely yours,

WALTER F. GEORGE

A MESSAGE FROM MR. JUSTICE HUGO L. BLACK
OF THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT

Congratulations on launching the Mercer Law Review. The Review can be a helpful tool for training Mercer students. Also the Review can be of interest and value to the legal profession. The Review's value depends of course on the quality of its contents and the freedom allowed contributors faithfully to present all views inspired by devotion to the public interest. Because I am confident that your school of law will provide such a forum, I send you my best wishes for the Review's success.

Sincerely,

HUGO L. BLACK

Congratulatory Messages

A MESSAGE FROM GOVERNOR HERMAN E. TALMADGE

It is indeed a pleasure for me to become one of the first contributors to the new publication the Mercer Law Review which is to be issued by the students and faculty of the Walter F. George School of Law.

As a lawyer I have the deepest respect for the fine legal education Mercer University provides for the young men and women of Georgia.

Many of the leading figures in Georgia public life were once students at Mercer University including Senator George and the late Senator Thomas E. Watson, both of whom always expressed deep love for their Alma Mater.

As Georgians we should all hail the advance of education in our State, be it through our regular state supported school and college system or through the many distinguished denominational institutions for both young men and young women which are found in our State.

The Mercer Law Review should be a distinct contribution to the legal publication field in our State and I am sure it will reflect credit upon its editorial and production staff as well as upon the institution itself.

Let me wish for you success from the start which, I am sure, will be enjoyed with the proper support from the legal profession.

Sincerely yours,

HERMAN E. TALMADGE

A MESSAGE FROM MR. CHIEF JUSTICE DUCKWORTH OF THE SUPREME COURT OF GEORGIA

July 6, 1949.

Allow me to express to the Walter F. George School of Law my sincere congratulations upon your publication of the Mercer Law Review. This is a long stride toward placing your law school upon an equality with the best in this country. In the preparation of this publication your law students will gain practical experience in law research, case analysis and reaching conclusions on actual cases that will be beneficial throughout their practice of the law. The publication will supply the members of the Bench and Bar with information that will be both interesting and helpful.

The other Justices of this court join me in extending congratulations and our very best wishes for outstanding success in this most worthy enterprise.

Sincerely yours,

W. H. DUCKWORTH
Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Georgia
A MESSAGE FROM MR. CHIEF JUDGE SUTTON OF THE COURT OF APPEALS OF GEORGIA

July 29, 1949

It is indeed a pleasure for me to take this opportunity to offer my congratulations to the faculty and students of the Walter F. George School of Law in their undertaking to publish a law review.

The publication of a law review is a great accomplishment, and will require the best efforts of those who may participate. It clearly shows the continued initiative of the faculty and students of your great law school in endeavoring to attain and maintain the highest standards of excellence in legal training.

If the Mercer Law Review measures up to the past record and achievements of Mercer University and the Walter F. George School of Law and its many distinguished alumni, and I am sure it will, it will be of great value and interest to the members of the bench and bar.

Yours very truly,
I. H. SUTTON
Chief Judge, Court of Appeals.

A MESSAGE FROM ATTORNEY GENERAL EUGENE COOK

The good news of the publication of the first edition of the Mercer Law Review is indeed most welcome.

May I extend my best wishes for the success of this long needed publication to you, the editors, and to the student body and faculty of the Walter F. George School of Law, and to all others who have together made possible the publication of this most necessary adjunct to the Law School which has so long preserved the joint ideals of militant Christianity and legal scholarship.

I am sure that as the years go by and the volumes increase in number they will prove a desirable addition to both the practitioner and the scholar of the law.

With every good wish, I am

Sincerely,

EUGENE COOK
The Attorney General.
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